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ABSTRACT
Missing values are a common issue in many industrial and
real-world datasets. Genetic programming-based multiple
feature construction (GPMFC) is a recent promising filter
approach to constructing multiple features for classification
using genetic programming (GP). GPMFC has been demonstrated to improve classification performance and reduce the
complexity of many decision trees and rule-based classifiers,
but it cannot work with missing data. To deal with missing
data, this paper propose IGPMFC, an extension of GPMFC
that use interval functions as the GP function set to directly
construct multiple features for classification with missing
data. Empirical results on five datasets and four classifiers
show that IGPMFC can substantially improve the performance and reduce the complexity of the classifiers when
faced with missing data.

a feature value is complete, it will still be treated as an interval, in which both the lower bound and upper bound are
equal to the feature value. The purpose of using interval
functions is that missing values are unknown; therefore replacing a missing value with an interval instead of a single
value is likely to reflect better the uncertainty of the missingness.

1.1

Interval Function Set

Assume that the lower bound and the upper bound of each
feature x are xl and xu , respectively. In this approach, we
use four interval arithmetic operations as the function set of
GP, taken from [2], defined as follows using two features x
and y as an example:
(
lower :
x+y =
upper :
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lower :
upper :

xl + yl
xu + yu
−xu
−xl

METHODS

GP-based multiple feature construction (GPMFC) [3] is a
recent promising filter approach using GP for feature construction. GPMFC is able to evolve multiple high-level features from original features. The empirical results show
that, in almost all cases, GPMFC can not only improve the
classification performance, but can also reduce the complexity of many decision trees and rule-based classifiers.
Although GPMFC is an effective feature construction algorithm for complete data, it cannot deal with datasets containing missing values. To handle this issue, we designed
IGPMFC, an extension of GPMFC that performs multiple
feature construction using GP with interval functions. The
key idea of IGPMFC is to use interval functions as the function set of GP. When a feature value is missing, it will be
replaced by the interval associated with the feature. When
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(
x∗y =

lower :
upper :

min(xl ∗ yl , xl ∗ yu , xu ∗ yl , xu ∗ yu )
max(xl ∗ yl , xl ∗ yu , xu ∗ yl , xu ∗ yu )

(
lower :
1/x =
upper :

min(1/xl , 1/xu )
max(1/xl , 1/xu )

We note that the division operation is not well behaved
when the interval spans zero, and requires the assumption
that the lower bound and the upper bound of the denominator have the same sign. However, we allow the GP search
to eliminate trees which violate this assumption.

1.2

Estimating the Real Output of an Individual

The output of an individual with interval functions is an
interval. However, in order to put constructed features into
classifiers, single values are required. Therefore, in the experiments, the real output of an individual is calculated as
the middle point of the interval. Assume that [outl , outu ]
is the output of an individual, the real output is defined as
follows:
out =

outl + outu
2

2.

EXPERIMENT DESIGN

The main objective of this study is to evaluate the impact of IGPMFC on classification with missing data. To
achieve this, three experimental setups are designed to evaluate the impact of IGPMFC on classification with missing
data: classification with missing data by using classifiers
able to deal with missing data; classification with missing
data by using imputation methods combined with GPMFC
before using classifiers and classification with missing data
by using IGPMFC to construct new features from missing
data before using classifiers.
The experiments used five benchmark datasets selected
from the UCI [1]: Balance Scale, Banknote, Breast Cancer,
Iris Plant and Liver Disorders. With each dataset, perform
30 times: put randomly 10% missing values into relevant
features. After that, ten-fold cross-validation was performed
on the 30 incomplete datasets.
The experiment used two imputation methods which are
mean imputation and MICE imputation [5]. The experiments used four decision trees that are able to classify missing data: C4.5, CART, REPTree and BFTree.

3.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Fig. 1 summarises the accuracy comparison of IGPMFC
with Baseline, MeanGPMFC and MiceGPMFC. It is clear
from Fig. 1 that in almost all cases, IGPMFC not only
can achieve better classification accuracy compared to using
original features, but also can achieve better classification
accuracy than using GPMFC combined with mean imputation in most cases. Moreover, IGPMFC is comparable with
GPMFC combined with using MICE Imputation that is expensive for classification task [4].

reduce the complexity of the classifiers by using both simple
and sophisticated imputations combined with GPMFC.

Figure 2: The average of ratio tree sizes of Baseline,
MeanGPMFC and MiceGPMFC over IGPMFC

4.

5.

Figure 1: Accuracy comparison of IGPMFC with
Baseline, MeanGPMFC and MiceGPMFC
Fig. 2 shows the average of ratio tree size of the other
methods over IGPMFC. On average, Baseline generates about
4.5 times bigger trees than those using IGPMFC, and both
MeanGPMFC and MiceGPMFC generates bigger trees than
those using IGPMFC. In summary, in all cases, IGPMFC
can dramatically reduce the complexity of the classifiers by
using original features. Furthermore, IGPMFC can better

CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed IGPMFC that is a multiple feature
construction for classification with missing data using GP
with interval functions. IGPMFC is an extension of GPMFC
that is a recent promising feature construction method, but
cannot deal with missing data. To tackle missing data,
IGPMFC uses a set of interval functions as the function
set of GP. When a feature value is missing, the value is replaced by the feature interval. Experimental results show
that using IGPMFC achieves better classification accuracy
compared to using original features or using a simple imputation method combined with GPMFC, and it is comparable
with using an expensive imputation method combined with
GPMFC. Moreover, IGPMFC can reduce the complexity of
classifiers compared to the other methods.
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